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The side effects of the Blood–Burning Potion would not only stimulate cells, overdraft 
the vitality of body cells in advance, and reduce the lifespan of users, but it would also 
affect the consumer‘s brain.  

It would put the consumer in a state of rage, and they would only have one thing on 
their mind: to kill the enemy as fast as  

possible.  

Moreover, their sense of pain would gradually disappear.  

In the later stage, the consumer will even lose control, making them unable to 
distinguish between friend or foe.  

As time went by and the battle time drew on, David also noticed something was wrong.  

Although Adan‘s combat power had significantly improved and David‘s peak Cosmos 
Ranker strength alongside his Void Punch were disadvantaged in this head–on 
collision, something abnormal seemed to be happening to Adan.  

Adan did not dodge or defend. Instead, all he knew was to charge and attack David.  

Thus, he could only hit David once after receiving two or three blows from David.  

However, that one hit was enough to cause David debilitating pain.  

Boom!  

Boom!  

One hit after another.  

Then, the two were blown backward once again.  

After Adan stopped himself, he did not stop before charging at David once again.  

Blood flowed from the corner of David‘s lips.  



After fighting for so many rounds, his organs were injured by the buildup from the battle 
with Adan.  

David frowned as he looked at Adan, who was still charging at him.  

He could not keep doing this.  

His opponent seemed not to be scared of death or pain.  

David would suffer a massive loss if he continued to fight like  

this.  

He decided not to have any head–on collisions with Adan next.  

He would decide what to do after delaying Adan for some time.  

Adan‘s enhanced strength would not last long after taking the drugs.  

Once the drugs had worn off, Adan was no match for David at all.  

Also, David would not believe this kind of item would have no side effects.  

Mason and the other elites from Earth in the distance were very nervous, especially 
after they saw blood flowing from the corner of David‘s mouth.  

Selena screamed in horror.  

Of course, aside from praying for David in their hearts, they could not do anything else.  

If they got close to this level of battle, they would be killed and injured by the collateral 
damage.  

Although Nine and lone saw that Adan had the upper hand in the battle, they were not 
happy inside.  

Their expressions became more and more solemn.  

Of course, they knew the use of the Blood–Burning Potion.  

If he could not kill the enemy in a short time after taking the potion, then as the battle 
progressed, the consumer would be increasingly disadvantaged.  

If Adan could not kill the enemy after a while, they would flee on their own.  

Otherwise, they would only die after the effect of Adan‘s drug wore off.  



The two looked at David standing in the distance.  

Blood flowed from the corners of his mouth, so he had to be injured.  

However, his injury was not that serious.  

‘How did this guy reach this stage?  

‘He‘s at such a young age, but he has this level of combat ability.  

‘No one in the entire Milky Way galaxy can surpass him.  

‘He‘s like… a devil.  

‘Why did Pavan provoke such a person?  

‘Wasn‘t he creating an enemy for the Tuffin family?  

‘If we give this aborigine more time to grow, he might destroy the entire family  

When Nine first learned that he was going to plant a slave mark on the planet Pavan 
discovered, he thought of Pavan as his savior.  

He had given Nine such a huge gift even in his death.  

Now, he had cursed Pavan a million times in his heart.  

Pavan was dead, yet he wanted them to be his burial offering.  

Moreover, he might implicate the entire Tuffin family.  

‘He‘s just an idiot who can‘t do anything right. He‘s going to get all of us in trouble.’  

Meanwhile, David was planning to fight around Adan.  
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He chose not to fight head–on with Adan anymore, as Adan was not weak.  

After the surge in combat power, he was no slower than David.  



David could not go very far before he had to turn around and fight Adan a few times.  

Then, he would take the opportunity to continue to escape, and this would extend the 
time.  

After several repetitions, the effect of this strategy was starting to show.  

After a long time, Adan still failed to kill David, and he was starting to become 
increasingly irritable.  

After David had escaped from him several times, a wild beast like roar came out of his 
mouth, shocking everyone.  

Adan was dying to tear David to pieces.  

At this time, David felt like he was not facing a person, but a fierce beast blinded by 
rage.  

In reality, David was not wrong.  

The efficacy–enhancing ingredient for the Blood–Burning Potion was the blood from a 
galaxy beast called the Ancient T–Rex.  

An Ancient T–Rex was physically powerful, but violent.  

It was born with the body of a Satellite Ranker. However, once it  

grew up, its physical strength could reach Cosmos Rank.  

It was also a mighty race in the universe.  

Therefore, the Blood-Burning Potion made by using its blood as an efficacy–enhancing 
ingredient was also very precious.  

Those who take it would also be affected by the irascible gene in the blood of Ancient 
T–Rex.  

Their emotions would slowly get out of control, which was also one side effect  

David might not have had such an easy time if Adan could stay cognizant.  

If Adan could not do anything to David, he could have just charged at Mason and the 
earthlings. After he killed all of them, he would descend on Earth and destroy it.  

In his current state, a few punches from him could directly blow up and destroy the 
Earth.  



David did not want this to happen, so he could only stop Adan and fight head–on with 
him.  

This would then prevent David‘s strategy of skirting around Adan.  

However, the technology level of the level 3 civilization could not remove the irritable 
gene in the Ancient T–Rex‘s blood.  

Unfortunately, other galaxy beast’s blood could not achieve the effect of stimulating the 
cells like Ancient T–Rex blood, so this was price they had to pay.  

Boom!  

A loud bang could be heard.  

David turned around and punched Adan.  

After that, he backed away before immediately fleeing.  

“Roar!”  

A roar came out of Adan‘s mouth.  

The crimson color of his entire body began to grow increasingly vivid.  

When Nine and lone saw this happening , they looked at each other and started backing 
away.  

They were preparing to get out of here.  

Judging from Adan‘s current state, the efficacy of the Blood Burning Potion had reached 
its late stage.  

At this time, he needed to vent, and it did not matter if his target was his friend or foe.  

He would kill everything he laid eyes on, including Nine and lone.  

Besides , even if Adan could dissipate the effect of the Blood Burning Potion at this 
time, he would not be able to live long.  

Rumble rumble rumble!  

Adan‘s energy started increasing again.  

He had reached partial Celestial Rank.  



His body started emitting crimson gas.  

Gradually, the gas enveloped his body.  

Then, he adopted the form of an Ancient T–Rex.  

‘What?‘  

David looked at Adan in shock.  

He had never seen this before.  

Not only him, but all the elites from Earth were staring at Adan with shock on their 
faces.  

“Roar!”  

The Ancient T–Rex that formed by the crimson gas roared into the sky, making a sound 
that would intimidate the blue dome of heaven.  
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The roar of the Ancient T–Rex shocked David and the other onlookers.  

David could feel the energy coming from Adan‘s body. It was even more powerful than t
he explosion of the Milky Way Battleship.  

‘What is this?  

‘How can it turn someone into this?‘  

The roar stopped.  

Adan‘s crimson eyes stared at David.  

David was stunned.  

‘What kind of eyes are those?  

‘I can’t see any trace of human emotions.  



‘It‘s full of tyranny.  

‘Those eyes seem to want to destroy the whole world.  

Woosh!  

Adan teleported and instantly appeared in front of David.  

As the Ancient T–Rex formed by the crimson gas around Adan turned around, it 
shifted its body sideways and swept its tail toward David.  

It was so fast that it was too late for David to escape.  

David instinctively folded his hands across his chest in a defensive stance.  

Thud!  

After a loud sound, David only felt a tremendous force coming toward him.  

His body was swept hundreds of kilometers away by the Ancient T–
Rex formed by the crimson gas seeping out of Adan‘s body.  

He could feel fiery pain coming from his forearms.  

Even though David‘s endurance was very high, he could not stop himself from inhaling s
harply.  

Before he could come back to his senses, Adan appeared in front of him again 
and crashed into him.  

Thud!  

Another loud sound.  

“Pfft!”  

David spat a mouthful of blood, and his body flew backward again.  

David‘s organs were injured by Adan‘s attack.  

If the system did not strengthen David‘s body, that attack would be enough to turn his b
ody into a pile of flesh and blood.  

Even so, David endured debilitating pain.  

He started to curse in his heart.  



‘What the hell is going on?  

‘It was supposed to be a sure–win fight, but why did something so unexpected happen?  

‘If everyone from the Tuffin family takes the potion, how will i fight them?  

‘Won‘t they be invincible?‘  

David had no idea that the Blood–
Burning Blood was something extraordinarily precious, even in the Milky Way.  

It was difficult to get the blood of a galaxy beast like the Ancient T–Rex.  

The entire Tuffin family did not have many Blood–
Burning Potions. Furthermore, the side effects of taking it were grave.  

Only the core high–
level leaders of some major forces and the dead warriors they cultivated would be equip
ped with this potion.  

David was a master of Ancient Traditional Medicine, so he knew his condition now.  

Ignoring the severe pain in his 
body, he quickly took out the silver needle while in the process of retreating and 
stabbed it into his chest to stop the bleeding of his internal organs.  

After he finished doing that, Adan approached him again with the crimson Ancient T–
Rex wrapped around him.  

‘Damn it! You‘ll think I am weak if I don‘t show you my power.’  

David was furious, and he charged toward Adan with full force.  

‘Void Punch!  

David swung his fist at Adan.  

However, Adan caught this powerful punch that carried enough force to 
destroy a small planet.  

No, the crimson Ancient T–Rex wrapped around 
Adan’s body caught it because David did not even touch Adan‘s hand.  

‘What kind of f*cking monster is this?‘ David could not help scolding in his heart.  

He had never encountered such a formidable enemy.  



While catching David‘s fist, Adan flicked his tail and swung it at David again.  

‘Oh no! David wanted to retract his right hand.  

 


